November 2018 Newsletter

Announcements

We are upgrading our equipment!

Upcoming Guild Program
November 5, 2018
blending board
demonstration
(required if you wish to
borrow it)
November Workshops
at Fibreworks
Creative Atelier: Exploring
your Inner Artist Workshop©
Natalie Grambow
November 22–25
$400 plus GST
In this workshop, students will explore
creativity in every sense: discovering
how to develop an idea by being
guided through the elements and
principles of design as well as colour
theory and studies as they relate to
visual art. These will provide a creative
structure for the elaboration of their
work and artistic practice as well as
possibilities to deepen their
complexities.
details at:
www.fibreworksgallery.com

We now have an Ashford 24-inch 8 shaft table loom. This loom has
been warped by weavers circle for a tea towel CAMEL and it will be
grazing its way through the guild on that project over the next year
or so. Thanks to Susan Dimoff and husband for assembling the
loom.

We also have
an Ashford Blending Board, approximately 12 x12 inches, 2 dowels
and a blending brush. Anyone wishing to borrow it should either
have experience with blending or else first attend a demonstration.
And We Need Some Help …
to protect the new loom. We need a carrying bag for it. If anyone has
the time and the sewing skills, materials would be paid for by the
Guild. Contact the equipment manager, Lynda Daniells.
We also have a 14.5-inch, 4 shaft Woolhouse table loom that has
never had a carrying bag...and it would appreciate one. Again,
contact the equipment manager.
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More Announcements:
The guild has a loom that needs a
long-term home. It is an 8-harness
22-inch Minerva floor loom with 10
treadles, and includes a bench if
needed. It is presently in Deanna’s
custody, and would require a truck
or SUV and two people to
transport. Contact the equipment
manager, Lynda Daniells, to make
arrangements.

For Sale

The Second Annual Wear From Here event
…was a love-in! It began with model Sandra wearing one of
event organizer Verna Chan’s own creations, a silk and
cashmere scarf. But she didn’t just wear it, she pranced, she
swaggered—and turned wearing a scarf into performance art,
to applause.
Next came some dresses for children designed by
Gwen Austen, worn by some very young models. One of them
was very shy and tiptoed out looking at her shoes—but with
the applause and encouragement of the audience, she even
attempted a Sandra-like twirl on the way back.
Our guildmates Ursula Benz,Yvonne Stowell and
Dorothy Thom also had designs on display. while the entries
of local artist Jan Williams provided a whimsical theme that

Glimakra Band Loom
Excellent condition
Birch Band Knife,
100 extra heddles, lease
sticks,warp sticks
$450.00
warmsunnysmile@gmail.com

Louet 4-harness 30cm
folding table loom
Used once, easy loom to use
Built in Louet Raddle
Two extra harnesses
100 extra heddles
$600.00
warmsunnysmile@gmail.com

Umbrella, complete with its own rain, by Joan
Barrington, of Barrington Brollys.
recurred throughout the show, of finding love late in life, after
giving up hope. What a diﬀerence the embrace of community
makes!
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The October Meeting Program
was a presentation on B.C. silkworms by
Christine Meyer. Yes, there are silkworms that
are native to B.C and even the Sunshine Coast,
and yes,
dedicated
people can
raise them in
captivity and
collect the
silk. They will
produce
coccoons that look like these ones

produced by moths similar to this brown Atlas
Moth (from Morroco, but there are local
relatives).

Eggs can be ordered online, and they will
hatch into caterpillars like these. Mulberry
trees to nourish them can be found in Roberts
creek at:

https://exoticfruitnursery.weebly.com
They will produce fibres like these:

which can be processed into this:

and spun into this:

Will we hatch a Fibreshed silk-growing
interest group?
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Local Artist Featured
Dionne Paul is a proud member of the shíshálh
and Nuxalt nations who was raised locally by
her shíshálh aunt. She is also an internationally
recognized artist whose work has been
displayed in galleries and museums around the
world.

based workshops, to one-on-one instruction
and then to formal academic study (Master of
fine Arts from Capilano University).

On October 17, at the Gibsons Public Library,
she was the featured speaker, describing her
development as an artist.

She is a weaver, a sculptor, a worker in stained
glass, but underneath all she is an artist whose
work incorporates complex and layered
metaphors. She thoroughly learns the rules, and
then bends and plays with them. Women taking
roles in traditional dances? Yes! A headband for
a dancer that incorporates optical fibre that
flashes in time with the beat of a drum? Yes!

At first (beginning with learning the correct
way to harvest cedar bark), she trained under a
strict and demanding traditional indigenous
artisan. This provides the foundation of
discipline that underlies all her subsequent
work. From that she moved on to community-

Those who have seen the welcoming figure at
the entrance to the Iris Griﬃth Centre have
seen her work. She described how she imagined
it as a weaver who interrupted her work to
greet guests. with the weaving of copper strips
there beside her on the loom.

From the Library –

themselves with this intriguing and newly-popular
knitting technique.

“I ransack (public) libraries, and find them full of
sunk treasure.” - virginia woolf
At last we have our own copy of Rebecca Burgess’
Harvesting Color which is one of the dependable
resources used by our FibreShed. This is a practical
guide to collecting and using dye plants season by
season, and is illustrated with gorgeous photos!
The Autumn 2016 issue of Pompom is also all
about natural dyeing. We now have a small
collection of this very popular British magazine. (I
‘scored’ a good deal on these back issues.—J) Please
let me know what you think of Pompom.
Another helpful book is Ann Budd’s Top-Down
Sweaters. Each sweater design gives instructions for
a whole range of yarn gauges from fingering to super
bulky, however you choose to spin your yarn.
Knitting Brioche, by Nancy Marchant, had been on
our wishlist as several guild members are challenging

An extraordinary book that will be welcomed by
those with with joint or muscle pain is called
Knitting Comfortably, written by physiotherapist
C a r s o n D e m e r s . In s p i t e o f i t s t i t l e , t h e
recommended movements and practices are also
applicable to weavers and spinners. I’ve read
excellent reviews on this book and it was on our
‘wishlist’ so I was surprised and thankful to Roz
Winters for this gift to our collection.
Although you’ll find other new items in the library
this month, I also want to mention a collection of
magazines gifted by Heather Apple. This is called
Where Women Create, subtitled ‘Inspiring Work
Spaces of Extraordinary Women’. Each issue is a
magpie’s trove of stitching, drawing, collage, paper
mache, jewelry, costume, collections….
Come and check out some of this treasure!
— Jana
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The Workshop Report
We have some decisions to make. Rebecca Mezoff
offers a special rate for guilds on her on-line
workshop on tapestry weaving. The cost for all
three parts is $360 US. It can also be taken one part
at a time for $120 US per part.
It works like this:
Each person in the group will register
individually. Rebecca will need a list of
names and email addresses of people
who have agreed to participate. She will
send a private invitation to each person
from which they can register for the
reduced rate.
The group will all be in one online class
so you will be able to post discussion
questions that everyone in the group will
see and the group can discuss questions
right in the platform. She also answers
questions, usually within 24 hours,
Monday to Friday.
Members of the group will be able to access
the material individually whenever they like. If a
member of the group has to miss a meeting, they
can still see the questions asked by the group in the
class and participate from home at any time.
The advantages of this way of taking a
workshop are unlimited lifetime access (good for
reviewing!) and savings. We need at least 5 people
to sign up to get the group rate. Twelve members
indicated interest on the sheet that was circulated at
the October meeting. They and any others
interested need to decide whether they should
register for all three parts of the workshop at once,

or take them one at a time ($360 US at one time vs
$120 US for each section).
At this point the guild needs
• at least one would-be student, with a good wi-fi
connection and a large monitor, to volunteer to
host meetings. Two hosts would be optimal for
flexible scheduling. If you wonder if your wi-fi
is adequate, go here:
https://rebeccamezoff.pathwright.com/library/
four-selvedge-warping-for-tapestry-weaving/
74365/about/
and click on the picture.
• post-dated cheques from would-be students that
would be returned to them once on-line
registration is completed. This is to ensure
commitment.
If no one feels able to host, we would need
to rent a suitable venue (One has been scouted).
Many members have laptops we could use, but we
would probably need to buy and transport an
appropriate monitor. A 32-inch monitor is currently
available from London Drugs for approximately
$300. It is light and easy to transport, and connects
to a computer with a cable, and hence could also be
used for presentations at our current location if wifi access were not required. This might be an
alternative to purchase of a projector.
If we need to rent a space for each class, it
would add significantly to the cost and cut down
scheduling flexibility. Give these issues some
thought before the upcoming meeting, decide if
you are able to host, whether you wish to register
for one part at a time, or all three at once, and
prepare post-dated cheques for Dianne.
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The Fibreshed Team

to dye wool fibre.

is still trying to emulate the Energizer
Bunny. They were present at the late
great Mushroom Festival where they
demonstrated using

Sulphur Caps

They were also present at the One Straw Fall
Faire, where among other feats, they attempted
to spin cat hair…

Lobster Mushroom

and
succeeded!

and Dyer’s Polypore
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